1* Let K be a non-Archimedean locally compact field, with residue field k having q = p r elements (p is a prime), and let D be a locally compact division algebra with center K. Then [D: K] is a perfect square-ra 2 , say; m is called the index of D. It is a question of some interest to determine the irreducible unitary representations of D*. In [1] , [2] , and [3] , the representations were determined and their characters computed for the case where m is prime to p (the "tamely ramified" case). As was pointed out in [4] , the same procedure serves to compute the representations (though not the characters) in the case m = p.
In this paper we compute the irreducible representations of D* in the case where m = p 2 . The procedure is like that of the previous cases, but there are added technical difficulties. The method as given here does work in somewhat greater generality; see § 5 for a brief discussion.
Before describing the method, we need some notation. Let K t be a maximal unramified extension of K contained in D, so that [K x \ K] = m; let d be the residue class field of K x (and of D) . It is possible to pick a prime element π of D such that conjugation by π generates Gal (KJK). (For these and other facts used here, see, e.g., Chapter 1 of [8] .) Then π m is a prime element of K. We may also choose a set ^cz^ of coset representatives of d such that Oe^ and the other elements of k x are the (q m -l)th roots of unity in K x . Then every element of D has a unique expression of the form As noted in [1] , the major problem in finding irreducible representations of D x lies in finding those of G. Let O = O D = {y = Σ?=o &&*} be the ring of integers of D, and let P = πO = OTΓ be the maximal ideal of £>. Then for each i ^ 1, G 5 = 1 + P' is a subgroup of G (and G = G λ ) . Any irreducible representation p of the compact group G must be trivial on some G ό \ let w be the smallest integer (^ 1) such that p\G n+1 is trivial. (In the terminology of [3] , n + 1 is the conductor of p.) Let n 0 = [(w + l)/2], where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. Then G n JG n s pnojpn+i g Abelian, and therefore ^|G no is a direct sum of 1-dimensional representations. Let X be one of these, and regard X as a representation of P π°. We may describe X as follows: let f be a character of K + which is trivial on O κ == O D f] K, but not on π~mD κ . Then any character of D + is of the form
XM = ψ°τ(xy) ,
where xeD and r: D-+Kis the reduced trace. If we identify D with D~ via x~X x , then £)£ = P~m +1 and (P^1) 1 = p-*-», (P n°y = D/P~m-no+1 . The character X is an element of (P π o)~ that annihilates P ra+1 , and is thus given by an element of p-™~*/p-™-no+\ That is, X = %,,, where cc e p~m-n (and α? is determined mod pm~n o+ 1 ) t Conversely, p appears in Ind^ ^G (X x ), and we therefore determine all irreducibles p containing X by finding all irreducible components of Ind βίio _» G X x . Replacing X x by X x ,, where x and x f are conjugate in G, does not change the induced representation; if x and x f are conjugate in D, the induced representation may be changed, but in an unimportant way so far as representations of D are concerned.
The construction of p in the tamely ramified case proceeds as follows: one first chooses x to generate a field of degree as small as possible. Then one constructs a subgroup H -H x of G which contains G no (roughly speaking, H consists of elements of G commuting with x mod an appropriate power of P), extends X x to an irreducible representation X XiΛ of H x , and induces up to G; the induced representation is irreducible, and one obtains all the irreducibles in Ind^^ X x by varying the X x a . The procedure in our case is similar, but in some cases the group H x depends on the extended representation X xιa .
The wildly ramified case seems to be harder than the tamely
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ramified one for two related reasons. Write x = Σf=_ m _ n Oί ά π 5 9 x λ = a_ m _ n π~m~n. In the tamely ramified case, we may assume (by taking a conjugate of x) that the elements a s π s all commute. Futhermore, an important part in the analysis is played by elements x t which are conjugate to x mod p-»-»+< and which generate fields of degrees as small as possible. In the tamely ramified case, these elements can be assumed to lie in the division algebra D Xl of elements commuting with x lf and therefore many proofs can proceed inductively. In the wildly ramified case, it is quite possible that 1
contains no proper extension of K. As a result, we need some technical lemmas to show that D Xχ has elements "close" (in D) to those of K(x). When these technical difficulties do not arise, the proofs are easier; we discuss these cases in § 2.
For the rest of the paper, we set m = p 2 (though for typographical convenience we continue to use m).
In what follows, σ denotes the element of Gal {KJK) generated by conjugation by π; σ is generally written exponentially. We also use σ to denote the corresponding element of Gal (d/k). We shall often denote an element of k x and the corresponding element of d by the same letter; for example, we shall write Tr d/fc a for a e k λ . This convention should cause no confusion; in case Char K = p, it is justified by the fact that d = fc x . Similarly, we write k, k 0 for K Π k 19 ULOΓΊ&I, and regard elements of, e.g., k as either in K or in the residue class field. For 0, 1 Φ x eD, D x is the division algebra of elements commuting with x; however, D o will be the division algebra of elements commuting with
2 . Then reduced trace (norm) is denoted by τ (v) . Finally, we shall write "p contains %" for "the restriction to (1 + P n°) of the irreducible representation p of G contains X."
2 The results of this section are, generally speaking, either specifically contained in those of [1] , [2] , or [3] , or easily deduced from them.
We continue with the notation of the first section. Let X = X x , x = ΣΓ=-rc-m otjft 3 ', and set x x = a_ m _ n π~m~n. We assume throughout this section and the next two that n is odd. Proof. As the extra effort involved is small, we give a proof valid for all m. Write a for α_ w _ TO . Since π~m e K, K{x x ) = K(aπ~n) == JΓ(ίc 0 ), say. Let m = si, where s is the greatest common divisor of m and n; xleK,. We now proceed to look at the representations of G. The analysis splits into four basic cases, depending on the nature of x t :
Let iΓ = K(xl
(
: jδΓ] = p and i£(αθ is unramified over K; (4) [JΓC^) : JC] = p and Xfe) is totally ramified over K. We deal with the first three cases in this section. Case (4), which splits into three subcases, is the subject of the next two sections.
Case (1) is handled by reducing it to the other cases; see [1] , [3] , or [4] . Proof If x x eK and 1 + y e G nf then
A simple counting argument (given in [1] ) shows that Inda^y^β (K \o n -J consists of multiples of representations pi®(Z 0 o *0» where p x has conductor < n. This proves the theorem.
Case (2) is also easy to deal with; the analysis follows that in § 4 of [4] (or that of [1] , Theorem 2.3). For the converse, fix r and let K = {β e ft x : 3 y e K(x) with y = Σf=r ββ* and β r = β), ft" = {/3 € ft x : βπ r e K(x t )}. Then ft' and ft" have the same cardinality (Lemma 1), and ft' S ft", from the first part of this lemma. Hence ft' = ft".
Since we assume that n is odd, we have n 0 = (n + l)/2. Let H x = (? no Π((?n UL(#)); we write iϊ for H x when no confusion will result. LEMMA 3. [H, H] Proof, (a) It suffices, from Theorem 6 of [7] , to show that if y 0 H, then there is some w e H such that ywy" 1 e H and X x a (w) Φ Xx-Λywy' 
Then X x defines a character on G no Π D Q which agrees with the norm map on G n _ x Π D Q . As described in § IV of [4] , we may use an appropriate extension of X x on a subgroup of G Γ\D 0 to induce ρ 0 on G Π D o , and p Q determines p. It is not hard to use this method to give an explicit description of the subgroup H x of G such that p is induced by X extended to H x . In the next section, we shall see more complicated examples along the same lines.
We should perhaps add a remark on the generality of these results. (2) If z = 1 + s' e G Π A, then (for # as above)
(3)- (5) The proof is just like that of Theorem 1, except that the counting argument is different. It is still routine; we omit details.
We are thus in the situation where [K(x) : K] = p 2 and K(Xj) is a totally ramified extension of degree p. This is the difficult case. We shall divide it into two subcases, depending on whether or not K{x) is totally ramified. While the approach is similar in the subcases, and some lemmas could be combined, it seems clearer to divide the work.
If K(x) contained a totally ramified extension (over K) of degree p, we could proceed just as in the tamely ramified case. In general, no such extension exists, and we must work harder.
For each r with 1 ^ r ^ n 0 , let x r be an element of D such that We know from general structure theory (and the fact that K Q K(y) is a maximal unramified field in D y ) that 3ueD v such that u p -y and conjugation by u induces an automorphism generating Gal (JBLO/JSΓ). Then u = Σ?«. ^^ where ps = r, δ s 6 fc x Π K, δ* = /3 r , and δ^ = 0 unless j' = s mod p. (This last follows because otherwise conjugating by u will not be an automorphism of K Q .) Because β r e k and taking pth powers is an automorphism of k, δ 8 since ueP and ί' -ί e Now assume for simplicity that s is even; let s = 2s Q . We define 1 -g(u) + g(u) 2 + , in the formula for (/, g)'. Since g(u) 2 e P n° and we are calculating modulo P n°, we can drop all powers of g(u) beyond the first, setting
This last congruence holds because /(ί) = /(ίθ mod P p+S and (/(%) e P n o-*o t Any term in jr(w) whose degree is a multiple of p can be written as a power of ί, since t = u p ; that term commutes with /. Let g Q be the polynomial obtained from g by omitting all terms whose degree is a multiple of p. Then (/, flOsi + Σ (-m/c^ and every term in this expression is of degree prime to p and greater than n Q -s 0 . To complete the proof of (a), note that if n Q -s 0 Ĵ oP < 3oP + ii = 3 < ^o, then the elements where β, Ί vary over k 0 , give the coset representatives.
(b) This is more complicated; the idea is to replace computations of X x with computations of X Xs . Define (/, g)' as in (a), and set
If W = ΠJ-i (/Λ 0i)'. let wί = Σ*-i (Λ, Λ)ί. wί = w'd + wIΓ 1 . One can think of wl as containing all the terms in w' that are linear in some g s . Similarly, we define (/, 9) = (1 
J=l i=l
Now:
(1) we G no . For w' e G no , and (as we saw in the proof of part (a)) replacing t f by t in the commutators changes terms only by elements of P n°.
(2) w[ ΞΞ w 2 mod(r ft+1 . For w' 2 -1 is a sum of terms involving products of two or more g ά (u) and one or more /*(£' )> an d w 2 -1 can be written as a similar sum involving the g 3 -(u) and /*(£). Since g h (u)g h (u) 6 p*-* +1 and t' -t e P% we have wj -w 2 6 P n+1 . (3) wJeG n _ β+1 . This follows from the calculation in (2), since (2) and (3) (5), since x s and t commute.
(7) X x {w f ) = X u {w) f from (4), (5) and (6). (8) Thus we need only compute X 8 {w). But w is a commutator in D Xg f) (l+P n°) , and therefore w = l + w 0 , with τ Dχs , κ{Xs) w 0 = 0modP n+1 . Hence τ(w Q x 8 ) Ξ= 0 mod P ra+1 , and hence X Xs (w Q ) = 1. To finish the proof of (b), we need only mention that all commutators in H x Π G no are products of the commutators just considered with commutators of the form z = Z&Z^ZΪ 1 , z u z 2 e D x$ Π G no _ 8f) . Then z 6 6r n _ #+1 , and so X x (z) = X Xs (z) = 1 for the same reasons as in (4) and (8) above.
We label the different extensions of X x to H x with integers; a typical one is X 9ta . Let pj\ be the smallest multiple of p that is greater than n 0 -« 0 . We say that X Xta and X Xfb are equivalent if they agree on K(x) Π H x . (Thus they may differ on elements 1 + ηu r , n Q -s 0 <; r < pj.)
It will be convenient in what follows to have a reference additive character ψ {8) defined on K(x 8 ) which corresponds to ψ on K. (Recall: ψ is an additive character. See § 1.) We let ψ {8) be any character on K{x 8 ), trivial on pw+ p, whose restriction to K is ψ. Then X x;a (y) = X x (y) and X^izyz' 1 ) = Xχ{zyz~ι) = Xz-iχz(y), so that ^"^ = 2 mod?" 710 "* 1 . In particular, τ r ττ r commutes with a? lβ From Lemma 4 (applied to α? β ), there is an element z 0 = 1 + 7 r ττ r + higher order terms with zeD Xs .
As zsj" 1 e Gr r+1 , we may not have z 0 6 JET,.. Therefore r < n 0 -s 0 . Moreover, if p\r, then there is an element q f = 1 + 7 r π r + higher order terms with 2' e JSfa). We conclude that p\r. 
since p|w and w is odd; also, p\s. Hence p\s Q , and the number of multiples of p between n 0 -s 0 and n 0 equals the number between n 0 -s and n 0 -s 0 . From this, the first relation follows; the second is even easier to verify.) That is, the X xxa account for a subspace in Ind^sZ,. of dimension [G: G no [K(x) : K] -p 2 , and K(x) is totally ramified. This situation is similar to the last one we dealt with, but there are complications.
We define x 8 as in the previous section. We begin with three lemmas similar to Lemmas 6, 7 and 8. LEMMA Proof. This is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 8; the modifications are easy.
From now on, the analogy with the procedure in § 3 is not nearly so close. It is true that we could now extend X x to a group H x (as in Theorem 5) and induce to G, and that the result would be an irreducible representation of G. The trouble is that we would not get enough representations of G in this way. The way out of this difficulty is to vary the group H x . The details, as we shall see, are notationally unpleasant.
We begin by analyzing the characters X x and X Xs more closely. Define the additive character ψ {s) on K Xs as was done in § 3, and let ft) be a 1-dimensional representation of D Xs Π G which agrees with X Xs on D Xs Γ\G no .
We may extend ω to G no (D Xs o τ Dχs/κ{Xs) (zw) , zeD Xs f] P»o-° .
We write φ = %l s)
. In fact, 
